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Objectives
 Understand acronyms and jargon associated with the
FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid).
 Recognize the how, why, and when of FAFSA filing.
 Identify the correct FAFSA website and the form itself.
 Recognize various FAFSA nuances and common pitfalls;
understand how to address unique family and financial
situations when completing the FAFSA—and, what to do if
your situation cannot be addressed within the form itself.
 Learn who to contact and how to proceed if your financial
circumstances have changed and need to be
communicated to the college for additional consideration.
 Determine what information and/or documents are
needed to complete the FAFSA and understand where to
obtain this information.
 Become familiar with dependency questions.
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Objective 1: Understand Acronyms & Jargon

What…
…is the FAFSA?

The FAFSA is the Free Application for Federal Student Aid; for students eligible to file a
FAFSA, it is the most critical part of the financial aid application process. The FAFSA, which is a
form, is used to determine the amount of money (or EFC) a family can “reasonably contribute”
toward the cost of attending a postsecondary institution. The results from the FAFSA are used
in the awarding of federal and state grants, work-study, and loans.

…is an FSA ID?

This is a Federal Student Aid Identification, which is used to access all Federal Student Aid
websites, including fafsa.gov. The FSA ID consists of a user-created Username and Password.
The student can create an FSA ID at any point prior to or after starting their FAFSA at
fsaid.ed.gov. The student and, if student is dependent, a parent will require an FSA ID to
complete the FAFSA. For a list of dependency questions to help determine dependency
status, please see page 38. Additionally, please see pages 39-40 for more information on
the FSA ID.

…is a SAR?

The SAR is the Student Aid Report; it is a summary (approximately five pages) of all the
information entered into the FAFSA. The EFC can be found at the top right corner, on the first
page of the SAR. Once the FAFSA is processed, the student will receive an email stating the
Student Aid Report is ready.

…is an EFC?

The EFC stands for Expected Family Contribution. It is an indicator of a family’s ability to pay
towards the student’s education. It is also used by financial offices to determine a student’s
eligibility for federal, state, and some institutional financial aid during one school year.
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Objective 2: Know the How, Why, & When of FAFSA
How:
Students should begin by visiting fsaid.ed.gov to create their FSA ID Username and Password.
The FSA ID allows students to securely access their FAFSA, as well as other Federal Student
Aid websites.
After creating the FSA ID, students can file a FAFSA at fafsa.gov. REMINDER: The FAFSA is
FREE; do not complete the FAFSA at any other website—you may be asked to pay.
Students must file a FAFSA for every year they hope to receive Federal Student Aid; this is not
a one-time form.

Why:
Filing a FAFSA, for students who are eligible to do so, is the single most important part of the
financial aid process. The FAFSA is the primary application for federal aid, need-based state
aid, and some institutional aid. (NOTE: Students ineligible to file a FAFSA or who are unsure if
they can file should contact The Scholarship Foundation for assistance).
It is very important for students to file a FAFSA as early as possible; some financial aid is firstcome, first-served.

When:
The FAFSA for the next academic year opens October 1st each year. Students filing for 202122 can file their FAFSA on or after October 1st, 2020. REMINDER: Some aid is first-come,
first-served.
In Illinois, state need-based aid is awarded on a first-come, first-served basis; filing ASAP is
crucial. In Missouri, state need-based aid (Access Missouri) requires that a FAFSA be filed no
later than February 1st for guaranteed consideration.
Many colleges have priority financial aid deadlines. Make sure you meet these deadlines; while
researching these deadlines, find out if your college requires any other financial aid paperwork,
such as the CSS Profile.
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Objective 3: Identify the Correct FAFSA Website
FAFSA:
Free Application for Federal Student Aid
fafsa.gov

Please be aware that Federal Student Aid has moved nearly all of their websites into one
platform: www.studentaid.ed.gov. Users who visit www.fafsa.gov will be redirected.
Some tips for using FAFSA on the web:
1. Microsoft’s Chrome browser often does not work well with this website; consider a
different browser if possible.
2. Using a pop-up blocker may prevent the FAFSA website from working to its full
functionality, especially when trying to obtain the Student Aid Report (SAR); consider
disabling for this website.
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The parent(s) of a student may
log-in here to access the
student’s FAFSA.

Students will log-in here, using
their FSA ID.

NOTE: Look for Federal Student Aid on the FAFSA website; double-check and make sure your website
looks like the above and says fafsa.gov and nothing else! Remember, the FAFSA is free and other
websites may charge you!
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The 2021-22 FAFSA is also available to file on an app, myStudentAid, which is
available through Apple and Google Play.
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Objective 4: Recognize FAFSA Nuances &
Common Pitfalls; Understand How to Address
Unique Family and Financial Circumstances
Students may log in using their FSA ID.
Students are encouraged create their
FSA ID prior to starting the FAFSA.

Parents may log in using the student’s
personal identifiers to access questions
related to parent demographics and financial
information. Parents will need the student’s
SAVE KEY (see page 9).
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Please complete the 2021-2022
FAFSA, which is available starting
October 1st, 2020.

Check and/or confirm status of
student’s FSA ID Status here! For
new users, who have not created an
FSA ID, here it will indicate you need
to “Create FSA ID”.
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Students will need
to create a SAVE
KEY to return to a
saved FAFSA! A
SAVE KEY is
temporary and
between 4-8
It is not mandatory to
characters long.
read through these,
but they provide good
information about
Frequently Asked
Questions for the
FAFSA.

Pay close attention to the navigation bar at
the top of each page; it will clearly indicate if
you are answering questions about the
student or about the parent(s).
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Some of the information
on the Student
Demographics pages
may be pre-populated
with information used to
create the student’s FSA
ID. This is one reason
students are strongly
advised to log-in with the
FSA ID instead of
personal identifiers.
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Students are asked to
identify if they are a citizen or
eligible noncitizen. Students
who may be ineligible to file
a FAFSA are encouraged to
contact The Scholarship
Foundation to be connected
to a member of our team
who can assist.
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Students who are high school seniors will likely
indicate high school diploma for high school
completion status. Additionally, even if they
have dual enrollment or taken other college
credits, most of these students will also
indicate never attended college/1st year for
their grade level in 2021-22.
Even if a student plans to pursue a graduate or
professional degree, they should indicate their
first degree, which will be a certificate; one of
the associate degree options; or, 1st
bachelor’s degree.
Students who file a FAFSA are automatically
considered for grants and student loans;
students must opt-in to consideration for
Federal Work Study.
Students are encouraged to respond
“yes”; work study may be turned down
later if not needed or desired.

The question asking about a student’s sex is intended to determine if the student is required to
be registered with the selective service. Students assigned male at birth, and who are over the
age of 18, are required to register with the Selective Service, as it is an eligibility criterion for
Federal Student Aid. The FAFSA does provide a mechanism for students to register for selective
service through the form. Transgender students who wish to speak further may contact The
Scholarship Foundation and ask to speak with a Student Advisor.
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The question about driver’s
license is a question that
relates to state aid eligibility;
some states require this
information, but Missouri
does not. Students may
choose to skip.
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Students must enter
the name of their high
school and are asked
to SEARCH to locate
the exact school for
confirmation.

Students must list the college(s) where they
hope to be considered for financial aid.
Most students will NOT know the Federal
School Code and will instead search by a
combination of state, city, and/or school
name. Schools are not required to be in any
order; each college will only see their
institution listed on the report they receive
from Federal Student Aid, meaning they do
not know what other colleges are listed.
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Once a student has chosen
their schools, they must
indicate housing plans. Options
include:
•
•
•

With Parent
On Campus
Off Campus

The primary purpose of this is
to help the school establish the
student’s budget for cost of
attendance. For example, on
campus housing would have a
higher budget than living at
home with a parent.

By selecting to View College Info, students can review several key statistics related to the
college(s) listed on their FAFSA. This includes information pulled from the College Scorecard
(collegescorecard.gov) on net price, graduation rates, retention rates, and transfer rates.
Although these data may not be the pieces that make (or break) an enrollment decision, they
should be considered in the decision-making process. For example, more than four years to
graduate form a bachelor’s degree program means more cost in tuition and fees, higher debt
burden, and, an opportunity cost, due to lost wages from less time in the job market.
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To verify dependency
status, students are first
asked to confirm their age,
marital status, and degree
program.
Students who are under 24
years of age, unmarried,
and working on a certificate,
associate, or bachelor’s
degree are dependent.

Students are next asked to
address any dependents
they may have, including
children of their own.
Having dependents may
make a student independent.
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Students who file a FAFSA are considered dependent or independent.
Dependent students are required to provide parent information; independent
students are not required to do so. Dependency must meet one of the following
criteria to be independent: students are independent if they are at least 24
years old; working on a master’s or doctorate degree; married; providing more
than 50% of the financial support for a child or another dependent; a veteran or
serving on active duty in the military; emancipated by a court; in court-ordered
legal guardianship; a ward of the court or in foster care; or considered homeless or
self-supporting or at risk of being homeless. Students not meeting any of these
criteria are dependent.
NOTE: There are some students who meet the definition of a dependent student,
but who are unable to provide parent information. The student may be eligible to
pursue a dependency override, which will be addressed on the next page.
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Students who are dependent must provide information for a biological or adoptive parent. The
parent(s) reported on the FAFSA is determined not only by marital status, but also by physical
custody. The student should report the personal and financial information for the parent with
whom they lived more than 50% of the time in the past year.
If the student lives with a biological parent who is remarried, the stepparent’s information is
required.
If the student splits time equally between two biological parents, the student would report the
information of the parent who provides more than 50% of the financial support.
If the student lives with both biological parents together in one household, their marital status
does not matter—both parents’ information must be provided. One marital status option is
Unmarried but Living Together.
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Remember, the FAFSA belongs to the student; “you” and “your” refer to the student, so
questions should be considered from the student perspective.
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Personal information for
parent(s) includes SSN, last
name, first initial, and
birthdate. In two-parent
households, each parent’s
information will be entered
on a separate page to avoid
confusion. Remember,
parents include biological
and/or adoptive parents, as
well as stepparents in the
case of remarriage.
No one else is considered
a parent on the FAFSA,
including a legal guardian!
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Household size can be tricky to
report on the FAFSA. Students
should include themselves; their
parent(s); any siblings who receive
half of their support from the
parent(s) and/or can answer “no”
to every dependency question on
the FAFSA; and, anyone else (e.g.,
grandparent) who lives with their
parent(s) and receives more than
half of their support from the
student’s parent(s).
Parents who are enrolled in
college may not include
themselves in the total of number
of people in the household who
are in college. If parents are
enrolled, they should speak with
the financial aid office at the
student’s college.
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The student’s parent(s) will be asked if they filed federal taxes for 2019. Not all
families are required to file; “Not going to file” is a selection option. Please be aware
that tax complications and errors can delay financial aid and, in some cases,
prevent the student from accessing aid altogether. If there are any questions or
concerns about a tax circumstance and how it might impact financial aid eligibility,
please contact The Scholarship Foundation or the financial aid office at the
student’s college of choice.
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IRS Data Retrieval Tool (DRT)

What is the IRS DRT?
An online function that allows for student and parent tax filers, who filed a federal tax return, to electronically
transfer processed tax information from the IRS into a FAFSA.
Is it required?
No, it is not required. However, it is strongly encouraged.
What are the benefits of the IRS DRT?
There are several benefits. First, it eliminates the need to manually enter tax information, which can be
inaccessible and, if available, difficult to enter. Second, it significantly reduces the likelihood of needing to
undergo the process of verification related to income. Verification can extend the financial aid process,
delaying financial aid award letters and a student’s ability to make an informed enrollment decision.
What happens if I cannot transfer my data?
You may still submit a FAFSA, but you may be asked to verify income with the financial aid office at the
school(s) to which you applied to for admission. This may mean providing copies of an IRS Tax Transcript, a
summary of a processed tax return.
Will I be able to see my tax information after it transfers?
No. Transferred tax information is encrypted and will not be viewable on the FAFSA itself or the Student Aid
Report. This change is an effort to increase security and privacy. Because transferred data is not viewable, edits
are not allowed.
Are there any tax-filers who cannot transfer tax information from the IRS?
Married tax filers, who filed separate returns, cannot use the IRS DRT. Information will need to be input
manually. In addition, legal parents who are not married, but reside in the same household, will also need to
manually enter tax information.
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The parent(s) of a dependent
student will have the opportunity
to electronically transfer
processed tax information from
the IRS into the FAFSA. The
parent will use their FSA ID to
transfer access the IRS Data
Retrieval Tool.

Parents who use the
IRS Data Retrieval will
see much of the detail
on the next several
screen shots
transferred from the
IRS into the FAFSA.
Data is encrypted and
will state Transferred
from the IRS. All
pertinent line items will
be transferred, even if
the transferred amount
is $0.
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In two-parent
households, income
earned from working
will not transfer. As a
result, it is advised
that families have
W2s, 1099s, and
other wage/income
statements readily
available when filing
a FAFSA.
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Many of these items will transfer over from
the IRS DRT; one exception is the question
about payments to tax-deferred pension and
retirement plans. This is a very common
question for families to have to answer.
Have W2s accessible when filing the FAFSA!

The asset question is dynamic.
Every family has an asset protection
allowance, which is determined by
factors such as marital status and
the age of the older parent. How
this question presents will vary. For
purposes of the FAFSA, not all
assets are counted—it is important
to report assets correctly. Parents
will need to report the balance of
cash, savings, and checking; the net
worth of investments (NOTE:
retirement accounts, such as
401Ks, 403Bs, etc. are NOT
reportable assets on the FAFSA);
and, the net worth of businesses (if
applicable) are assets to be
reported. If a family has assets that
do not exceed the dollar amount
given in the question, assets do not
need to be reported at all.
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A preparer is someone PAID to
file a FAFSA. There is LOTS of
FREE help available. Please
do NOT use a preparer!
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Professional Judgement Review/Special Circumstances
Appeal
Because the FAFSA is a form, there are many facets of a student and their
family’s experiences and circumstances that are not accounted for when
applying for financial aid.

Upon submitting the FAFSA, a student may follow up with the college(s)
they are applying to for admission and request that the school consider
additional or new information. This process is typically referred to as
either a professional judgement review or special circumstances
appeal. Especially because many experienced significant changes in their
lives because of COVID-19 and the economic devastation it brought in
2020, many applicants for financial aid will find that 2019 taxes no longer
reflect their financial circumstances.

Students should contact the school if there has been a reduction or loss
of income; change in employment for a member of the household; or
other extenuating costs due to illness, hospitalization, etc. Please note,
not all reasons to request a review or pursue an appeal will be directly
related to COVID.

If a Student Advisor can assist you in navigating this process, please
contact us by email at info@sfstl.org or phone at (314) 725-7990.
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Frequently Asked Questions
If my parents are divorced, whose information do I need?
Report the information of the parent with whom you lived the most during the 12 months preceding the
date you completed the FAFSA. It does not make a difference which parent claims you as a dependent for
tax purposes. If you did not live with either parent or lived equally with each parent, the parental
information must be provided for the parent from whom you received the most financial support during
the preceding 12 months or the parent from whom you received the most support the last time support
was given. If your parents are divorced, but still share a household (live under one roof together), both
parents’ information is required in the FAFSA.
What should I do if my parent with whom I live is remarried and my stepparent refuses to supply
information?
If you are a dependent student and your parent is remarried, the stepparent’s information is required. If
you believe that your situation is unique or unusual other than the stepparent’s simple refusal to provide
the requested information, you should discuss the matter further with your financial aid administrator at
the college or university which you plan to attend.
How are 529 savings plans reported on the FAFSA?
There are two types of Qualified Tuition Programs: tuition prepayment plans and college savings plans
(529s). Both will have the plan value reported on the FAFSA as an asset of the owner (not the beneficiary),
except when the owner is a dependent student, in which case the plan is an asset of the parent. So,
regardless of whether student or parent is owner, it is always reported as an asset of the parent. The plan
value is not reported as an asset if the owner is another person (i.e., grandparent or non-custodial parent).
In addition, plan values of a student’s sibling are also reported when the parent is the owner of the plans.
Whose income do I report if I live with a grandparent, aunt, etc. (other than a biological or adoptive
parent)?
The FAFSA is very clear—only biological or adoptive parent information should be included in the FAFSA.
Students who reside with a grandparent, aunt/uncle, or another adult may, depending on circumstances,
be considered an independent student, which means no parent/guardian information is required.
Otherwise, students may need to pursue a dependency override or begin conversations with a parent to
secure necessary information.

That’s great, but I still want help.
Help text is available and accessible for every question on the FAFSA if you apply online at fafsa.ed.gov.
You can also get free live help online via this website.
Contact the Federal Student Aid Information Center: 1.800.4.FED.AID (1.800.433.3243) for
assistance with any questions you have regarding your FAFSA!
Scholarship Foundation’s Student Advisors are available for FREE appointments to assist you. Please call
(314) 725-7990 or email info@sfstl.org to schedule an appointment. (NOTE: All Fall 2020 appointments
will be conduected via a virtual platfrom such as Microsoft Teams, Zoom, FaceTime, or similar.)
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2021-2022 FAFSA Checklist
Complete the FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid) at fafsa.gov to apply for federal, state, and college-based
financial aid.
Dependent students must include parents’ information on the FAFSA. To determine your dependency status, see
dependency status worksheet.
REQUIRED INFORMATION

WHERE TO FIND IT



2019 Federal Income Tax Forms and,
If applicable, Schedule K-1 (Form 1065)

Personal records or call the IRS at
800-829-1040—allow 10 days processing.



2019 W-2 Forms or 1099s

Personal records or contact your employer(s) or
call the IRS at 800-829-1040



Federal Student Aid (FSA) IDs

Create FSA ID Username and Password
fsaid.ed.gov



Student’s driver’s license number

Personal records



Social Security Number (both student and parent)

Personal records or call the Social Security
Administration at 800-772-1213



Birth date (for both parents and student)

Personal records



Date you or your parents were married, separated,
divorced, or widowed.

Personal records



Current (day of FAFSA filing) cash and
checking/savings account balances.

Personal records or from your bank



Current investment values (stocks, savings bonds,
mutual funds, CDs) excluding parent’s home and
retirement plans.

Statements from the financial institution
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2021-2022 Dependency Checklist
Dependency Status Questions
Answer the following questions to determine your dependency status for the FAFSA.
Were you born before January 1, 1998?

Yes

No

Are you married?

Yes

No

Will you be enrolled in a master’s or doctorate program at the beginning of the
2021-22 school year?

Yes

No

Are you a veteran of the U.S. Armed Forces or currently serving on active duty?

Yes

No

Do you have children who will receive more than half of their financial support
from you?

Yes

No

At any time since you turned age 13, were both your parents deceased, were
you in foster care, or were you a dependent or ward of the court?

Yes

No

Are you or were you an emancipated minor as determined by a court in your
state of legal residence?

Yes

No

Are you or were you in legal guardianship as determined by a court in your state
of legal residence?

Yes

No

At any time on or after July 1, 2020, were you homeless?

Yes

No

If you answer “no” to every question, you are dependent and must provide parental
information on the FAFSA.
If you answer “yes” to any question, you are independent and should not include parental
information on the FAFSA.
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Federal Student Aid (FSA) ID
Federal Student Aid IDs (FSA ID) are a username and password, created by the individual
student and/or parent. FSA IDs are used to sign the Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA) and, as a result, are a crucial part of the FAFSA-completion process. All FAFSA-filers
are required to create an FSA ID; if the student is dependent, a parent is strongly advised to
create one as well. Here are a few recommendations regarding the FSA IDs.
• Create an FSA ID at https://fsaid.ed.gov.
• FSA IDs are linked to the user’s Social Security Number. Please double check that the
name, birthdate, and SSN used on the FSA ID application match what is listed on your
Social Security card.
• Users are required to link an email address to their FSA ID; a second step in this process
is verifying the email address by entering a secure code that has been sent to the email
address listed on the application. The FSA ID is not finalized until the email
address has been verified. Remember:
o 1. A verified email address can be used interchangeably with the username,
offering greater flexibility.
o 2. If the username and/or password are forgotten, a user may send a secure code
to their verified email, which allows for easier retrieval and/or reset.
• Users may also link a cell phone number to their FSA ID; again, a second step in this
process is verifying the cell phone number by entering a secure code that has been sent
by text message to the cell number listed. Doing so is strongly encouraged for two
reasons:
o 1. A verified cell phone number can be used interchangeably with the username,
offering greater flexibility.
o 2. If the username and/or password are forgotten, a user may send a secure code
to their verified cell phone number, which allows for easier retrieval and/or reset.
• Show text when answering challenge questions to ensure they are typed as intended.
• Write everything down and save in a safe, secure spot.
•

Although it is understandable the many reasons why students create parent FSA IDs
(and vice versa), it is advisable to avoid this unless absolutely necessary. When it is
necessary, one suggestion is to use the same password for both accounts, to minimize
what detail needs to be remembered.
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Student: ___________________________
Email Address: _________________________________________
Username: ____________________________________
Password: ____________________________________
Challenge Questions and Answers:
Question #1: ____________________________________________
Answer #1: _____________________________________________
Question #2: ____________________________________________
Answer #2: _____________________________________________
Question #3: ____________________________________________
Answer #3: _____________________________________________
Question #4: ____________________________________________
Answer #4: _____________________________________________
Parent: ____________________________
Email Address: _________________________________________
Username: ____________________________________
Password: ____________________________________
Challenge Questions and Answers:
Question #1: ____________________________________________
Answer #1: _____________________________________________
Question #2: ____________________________________________
Answer #2: _____________________________________________
Question #3: ____________________________________________
Answer #3: _____________________________________________
Question #4: ____________________________________________
Answer #4: _____________________________________________
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